
Ports and terminals are facing unprecedented challenges as a result of two 
inter-related factors: the deployment of ever larger container ships as carriers 
seek economies of scale and the resultant formation of ever larger carrier 
alliances in order to fill these ships. Bigger ships create well documented 
pressures for ports in terms of the need for deeper water, larger cranes and 
longer berths. They also mean that box exchanges per vessel call are larger 
and there is more peaking pressure on terminals. Bigger alliances though 
compound this by making overall customer volumes more ‘lumpy’ – large 
alliances can bring ever more cargo to a port or terminal in one go – and take it 
away. At the same time, this lumpiness reduces the options that the alliances 
have in terms of available ports and terminals that can accommodate them. 

The other key issue in this context is that all ports and terminals globally 
face these challenges. It is not confined to ports on the Asia-Europe route 
where the biggest ships and alliances are evident. The cascading effect of 
vessels being displaced onto other routes means that all ports are seeing 
significant ship size increases. In line with this, the mega-alliances are 
spreading into numerous trade lanes. The proposed P3 Alliance (Maersk, MSC 
and CMA-CGM) covers the Asia-Europe, transatlantic and transpacific routes. 
The G6 Alliance (APL, Hapag-Lloyd, Hyundai, MOL, NYK and OOCL) is seeking 
to extend its Asia-Europe cooperation to the transatlantic and transpacific 
routes. Meanwhile, the CKYH Alliance (Cosco, K Line, Yang Ming and Hanjin) is 

being joined by Evergreen, while at the same time Cosco and China Shipping 
have agreed to work more closely together signing a ‘strategic co-operation 
agreement’. Further expansion of alliances, both in terms of membership and 
geographically, seems inevitable. 

ALLIANCE PORT CHOICE PROCESS
So how do the alliances choose which ports and terminals to use? The answer 
is that it is a complex and not necessarily logical process.

Taking the P3 Alliance as an example, although each P3 carrier has a 
connection with a terminal operator – CMA CGM through owning Terminal 
Link (TL), MSC through its strategic relationship with Terminal Investment 
Limited (TIL) and Maersk Line through its sister company APM Terminals 
(APMT) – it does not appear to have played a dominant role in the alliance’s 
proposed port selections. For example, Rotterdam will lose calls for services 
operating between Asia and Northern Europe, even though it has the presence 
of all three carrier-related terminal operators. Hamburg, meanwhile, will also 
see a reduction, but has none of the three terminal operators present. 

To illustrate this point more clearly, Figure 1 provides a snapshot of the 
number of P3 loops planned to call at each port on the Asia-North Europe 
route versus the number of P3 carrier related terminal interests in each port. 
Regardless of the number of carrier related terminals in any port, the number 
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Figure 1: Proposed P3 
Asia-North Europe loops, 
ports vs. extent of carrier 
related terminals. 
* Unconfirmed stake 
reportedly held by MSC. 
Note: Some terminals 
still under construction.
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terminal in the port

None of the three P3 carrier related
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terminal in the port

Number of proposed P3 
Asia-North Europe loops 

calling
(out of a total of 8 loops)
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of loops ranges from several to one, suggesting little or no correlation. 
This is unsurprising. APMT is the largest of the three terminal operators in 
question and therefore the most potentially significant in the P3 port plans, 
but operates at arm’s length from Maersk Line and has its own strategic aims. 
In addition, there are numerous other factors which each carrier has had to 
consider when selecting ports, which means that compromises will have had 
to be made by all of them.

The proposed P3 Alliance schedules and port call patterns are the result 
of what must have been complex and fascinating horse trading between 
the three protagonists. Each one has a well-established set of services and 
customers which it does not want to disrupt too much – so it is not surprising 
that the intended P3 schedules bear fairly close resemblance to their existing 
loops. However, all three carriers are looking to maximise the benefits of their 
collaboration first and foremost in terms of shipping network advantages. All 
of the factors in Figure 2 (and probably more) will have been part of the give 
and take of the negotiations between the three players. The selection (or 
dropping) of any particular port is not based entirely on cold logic therefore.

Having said this, as far as the choice of gateway port calls are concerned, 
the underlying question is always: does the ship go to the cargo, or the cargo 
to the ship? The decision by the P3 to continue to call at ports like Antwerp 
and Hamburg with very large vessels suggests that it is the attraction of cargo 

which wins out. Both ports have vessel draft and access limitations but they 
do have significant cargo generation ability, including forwarder controlled 
cargo. In other words being tidally restricted and five to six hours sailing 
up river, thereby creating possible schedule reliability challenges does not 
appear to represent a barrier to being a major P3 port. Transhipment port 
calls, though, are a different story, as the choice here is purely operational 
and largely independent of cargo interests. 

It is worth noting that all of the industry comment to date has been on the 
basis of the number of loops calling at each port, with a number of individual 
ports being classed by some commentators as either ‘winners’ or ‘losers’.  
However, such judgements are premature. Ultimately it is not the number of 
loops that matter to a port, it is the number of twenty-foot-equivalent units 
(TEU) handled per vessel call, and this is a consequence of ship size deployed 
and the number of ports called at each end of a loop. A port could lose a loop 
but might still end up handling more TEU overall. The recent example of an 
Ultra Large Container Ship call at ECT Rotterdam which involved an exchange 
of over 11,000 TEU shows just how much a loop can be worth today in the 
real currency of ports - TEU not vessel calls.

The P3’s proposed port call choices are the result of a highly complex 
bargaining and balancing act between three heavyweights. Stakes in terminals 
(either directly or through sister companies) appear to have had little bearing, 
whereas sources of cargo generation clearly have. While some ports appear 
to have gained markedly from the proposed schedules, the acid test will be 
the volume of TEU handled for the P3, not the number of loops.

MATCHING TERMINAL DEMAND AND CAPACITY
Bigger ships and bigger alliances also mean that there is a demand for larger 
terminals where volume and activity can be consolidated and this is creating 
challenges for ports, particularly where terminals in a port are geographically 
fragmented, and where their ownership is diverse. 

In the Pacific Northwest, Seattle and Tacoma is a good example. As with 
other US west coast ports, Seattle and Tacoma have to live with the legacy 
whereby each major carrier tended to have its own terminal. This made sense 
when carriers were smaller and more independent, but with today’s mega 
carriers and alliances, this fragmentation of terminal capacity makes it harder 
to accommodate the growing needs of the likes of the P3, G6 and CKYH 
alliances. Each port handles less than two million TEU per annum yet Seattle 
has four container terminals and Tacoma has five (see Figure 3).

 In a ground breaking move which could be copied by other ports, Seattle 
and Tacoma port authorities have applied to the US Federal Maritime 
Commission (FMC) for permission to share information and discuss matters 
such as rates of return, planning, utilisation, operating costs and charges. But 
with each port having a number of terminals run by private operators, many 
of whom are carrier affiliated, consolidation of terminal ownership will likely 
be a pre-requisite for success in the long term.

The steps being taken by Seattle and Tacoma also raise a wider question 
of whether other ports in the US and elsewhere may also seek to work more 
closely together in the face of growing ship sizes and alliances. In countries 
where there is a prescriptive national ports policy or national ownership of 
ports, this is of course a given. In places where this is not the case, many 
challenges exist. Seattle and Tacoma are located in the same country and the 
same state, giving a high degree of common interest – although local politics 
will always play a part. Los Angeles and Long Beach are physically adjacent 
ports and could perhaps seek to work more closely together, but have similar 
issues in terms of numerous carrier interests in their terminals.

Further afield, the North Adriatic Ports Association (NAPA) is a cooperation 
agreement between the ports of Trieste and Venice (Italy), Koper (Slovenia) 
and Rijeka (Croatia) with the aim of competing more effectively with North 
European gateways to Central Europe. This grouping faces the challenges not 
only of fragmentation of volumes and capacity, but also has ports in three 
countries to balance the needs of, and national interests present a multitude 
of vested interests.  So while it might just be conceivable that, for example, 
the ports of Hamburg and Bremerhaven work more closely together in future, 
it is far less likely that Antwerp and Rotterdam will.
This article is based on material previously published in Drewry’s Container 
Insight Weekly: http://ciw.drewry.co.uk/
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Figure 2: Myriad factors influencing P3 proposed port call choices. Source: 
Drewry Maritime Research.

Port Terminal Owner/Operator

Seattle T5 APL

T18 SSA / Matson

T30 SSA / Matson / China Shipping

T46 TTI (Hanjin, TIL/MSC, Macquarie)

Tacoma APMT APM Terminals

Husky K Line

Olympic Yang Ming

Pierce County Evergreen

Washington United Hyundai

Figure 3: Container terminal ownership: Seattle and Tacoma. Source: 
Drewry Maritime Research 
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There have been many changes in the liner shipping and port markets since 
this article was written around two and a half years ago, but the central themes 
have remained the same: firstly ever increasing ship sizes (and this affecting all 
ports globally), and secondly the formation of ever larger liner alliances. 

Sure, in the case of the latter, the proposed P3 Alliance that was analysed 
in my 2014 paper fell foul of the regulators, but from this emerged the 2M 
(Maersk and MSC). Since then the four mega-alliances that seemed to have 
stabilised are on a course to break up and will reform in 2017 as just three 
(the 2M possibly including Hyundai, the Ocean Alliance and THE Alliance 
– again subject to the veto of the regulators). Underlying this is a host of 
significant industry events in the liner sector. The bankruptcy of Hanjin, 
the similar precarious financial position of Hyundai, the acquisition of APL 
by CMA CGM , the union of Cosco and China Shipping and the merger of 
Hapag-Lloyd and UASC. 

Back in 2014, the largest container ship afloat was around 19,000 TEU 
and still is, but 21,000 TEU vessels are on the orderbook. More significantly, 
the cascade effect has accelerated to the point where, for example, ships 
of up to 10,000 TEU are calling at numerous smaller, secondary ports that 
were never expected or designed to handle such vessels. Puerto Angamos 
and Coronel, both in Chile are examples where ships of over 9,000 TEU are 
calling. Elsewhere on the west coast of South America, ports are seeing 
even bigger vessels. San Antonio has had calls by 13,000 TEU vessels for 
example and the expansion of the Panama Canal is allowing carriers to 
cascade ever larger vessels. 

There is anecdotal evidence to suggest that shipping lines are finally 
starting to think that the maximum ship size has been reached, and that to 
go even bigger is not wise. Certainly modelling by Drewry has clearly shown 
that ships have reached a size which is causing diseconomies in the rest of 
the supply chain, especially in ports, where opex and capex costs are being 
pushed up, particularly due to increased peaking of volumes. 

The issue of ports having fragmented terminal capacity (with the market 
demanding fewer, larger terminals in each port) is even more acute today. 
The large scale and ‘lumpiness’ of customer volumes in the mega-alliances 
has markedly changed the nature of demand for terminals. For historical 
reasons, many ports have numerous terminals that require consolidation 
and upgrading. 

Increased cooperation between terminal operators in individual ports 
and efforts to facilitate inter-terminal transfers of containers will help, but 
to a degree this is simply avoiding the real issue. Consolidation is the only 
real long-term solution and this has two aspects:
• Physically bringing together terminal capacity by capital investment and 

civil works
• Consolidating the ownership of terminals where there are numerous 

players in the same port
Perhaps the more practical and deliverable approach, short of physically 

relocating and combining terminal capacity in a port, is the latter ‒ to align 
the interests and operational control by encouraging mergers of terminal 
operators. Indeed it could be argued that physical consolidation of terminal 
capacity has to be preceded by ownership consolidation in order to be a 
feasible proposition.

A couple of years ago when my article was written, ports and terminals 
were facing the need to cope with higher opex and capex costs due to bigger 
ships and increased business risks from larger liner alliances. These twin 
challenges were enough. Since then, two further key issues have emerged: 
firstly a significant softening of demand growth (2015 saw global container 
port volumes grow by just 1% and 2016 looks set to be little better) and 
secondly loss-making shipping lines pressuring for lower terminal handling 
charges (just when terminal operators are experiencing higher costs). 
Ports and terminals are today facing an unprecedented “perfect storm” of 
challenges creating pressure on profit margins and rates of return.

EVEN MORE CHALLENGES FOR 
PORTS AND TERMINALS
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